
"Spicy Mumbai"

One of the finest dining space in Mumbai.
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Bade Miyan 

"Streetside Tandoor"

Bade Miyan is the legendary tandoori eatery that guarantees an

interesting alfresco dining experience - if you are lucky enough to get a

seat that is! Near Cafe Mondegar, this kebab corner opens only in the

evening and turns the whole street into one crowded open-air restaurant.

Such is its popularity, Bade Miyan now also has an indoor seating

arrangement to cater to the growing crowds, a lot of whom come after a

late show at Regal Cinema. There is not much risk of the dreaded 'Delhi

Belly', but its advisable to ask for reduced spice. Bade Miyan also doubles

up as a drive-through restaurant. You enter from one end of the lane, have

your chicken tikka served to you in your parked car, and you exit through

the other end.

 +91 22 2265 5656  bademiya.com/  Tulloch Road, Behind Taj Mahal Hotel,

Apollo Bunder, Mumbai (Bombay)
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Bella Vita 

"A Taste of Italy"

Treat yourself to a taste of Italy in Wichita when you visit Bella Vita. You'll

love the intimate, quiet atmosphere, perfect for a date night or a special

occasion. Entrees like stuffed Maine lobster tail, beef wellington, and

eggplant milanese are best when followed with one of their specialty

desserts, like the chocolate chip tiramisu. Add friendly service and a full

bar into the mix, and it's easy to see why this restaurant has become so

popular with the locals.

 +1 316 941 4500  120 North West Street # 2, Wichita KS
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